
“A Look at History: They Boycotted Shaykh Rabī, Left His Classes, 

and Provoked His Students”
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...Certainly, al-Maghrāwī fell into a lengthy fitnah, and we criticized him 

about it. We advised him, and the scholars advised him and were very 

patient with him. Yet, he did not retract from his falsehood. 

Then, we were surprised by a strange affair: Encouragement for his 

followers, whom I taught for a long time, to boycott me, to stop 

attending my classes, and to boycott my students, so they carried that 

out. 

They did not suffice with boycotting; rather, they came with something 
that was more severe than that: They swirled controversy and took to 

troublemaking for the Salafīs in Makkah, Madīnah, and other than these 

two places, like the Emirates. 

The Salafī students used to complain about how these partisans (i.e. 

mutaḥazzibīn) would provoke them, so I would order them to be patient 

and to turn away from them. Then, they continued upon this condition 

for years, not retracting from their falsehood; rather, they added to that 

war against the Salafīs on internet websites. [All of] this while they were 

in harmony with the people of innovation and misguidance.
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After this, Abūl-Ḥasan [al-M’arabī] and his party fell into a bigger and 

more severe fitnah. Indeed, I clarified it in a number of books. After long 
periods of advice, their rejection of advice of the scholars, and their 

persistence in falsehood, they began boycotting us. 

With all of this, and other than it, Rabī’ and the Salafīs are accused of 

being those who commit blameworthy boycotting. Where is the justice? 

Where are the intellects?

Let the intelligent, just people know that this faction, which the Salafīs 

are being tested with, are people who neither kindness nor gentleness 

helps them; nor does strength prevent them. They are some of the most 

obstinate and persistent people in falsehood and fitan. With all of this, 

there are still people who harbor them and try to move people to tears 

over them.1  
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1 Rabī’ al-Madkhalī, A Clarification of the Deficiencies and Violations in Ibrahīm ar-
  Ruḥaylī’s Advice, pp. 28-29  
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